Exam 1
90 points
AVG. 55.03
Score = #correct*7.5 points
These Exam 1 Letter Grade Rough Estimates are provisional. However, the Exam 1 Letter Grade Estimate to the right is the best approximation as to how you are personally doing grade-wise so far in 16020.

*Do Not Overthink This! 😊
*More on Overall Grade? Use Quizzes and Homework to fine tune your personal, approximate overall grade estimate by a little bit up or down from Your Exam 1 Letter Grade Estimate, BUT only a little… up about a “+” or down about a “-“. This will give you a very solid Overall Current Letter Grade Estimate.

For example: If you earned a B- on Exam 1, then your Overall Letter Grade Estimate would be a C+, B-, or B.